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Cassandra DB training delivery to client
Sears Holding Corporation
Client: Sears Holding Corporation

Industry: E-Commerce,
Commerce, Retail Shopping, Digital and Physical Shopping,
Automotive Services, Home S
Services
Dating back to 1886, Sears holding Corporation
is a renowned name in the market of retail
shopping, automotive services and home
services. Originally known as Sears, Roebuck
and Company, It is America’s 5th largest
departmental retail store’s chain by sales as of
October 2013 and also the twelfth
twelfth-largest
retailer in the country overall. Sears Holding
Corporation operates in Canada and Mexico as
well with various subsidiaries under its b
brand
name. The company is a market leader in
integrated
retail
shopping
providing

merchandise and services across both digital
and physical platforms. It’s a part of the social
shopping experience known as “shop your way”
providing immense benefits and facilities
fac
to
customers in both digital and physical formats
of shopping. All the products, merchandise, and
services of Sears Holding are provided through
the retail stores and their dedicated websites,
sears.com, landsend.com along with specialty
catalogs. Sears Holding includes some of the
leading proprietary brands such as Kenmore,
Craftsman and Diehard.

Technology: Cassandra DB

Domain:

Database Management, Big Data IIntegration

Apache Cassandra is a completely free and open
source database which is structured to provide
the ability of handling large amounts of data
across multiple commodity servers while
providing high data availability.
ty. Through
Cassandra DB support for clusters is provided
across
multiple
data
centers
using
asynchronous replication which allows low
latency operations. Providing NoSQL facilities,
Cassandra DB provides decentralized system of
clustering where every node can provide
services for any request. Cassandra DB has
abilities to integrate with Hadoop to implement
big data management.

The advantage of Cassandra DB with Big data is
its write throughput which provides the
opportunity to write large volumes of data into
Cassandra in the given time period while
ingesting more data in the same period.
Consequently, there is more data and lower
low
costs with the implementation of Cassandra DB.
Users have claimed it to be extremely stable
and good for providing immense column width
as compared to other tools of the same type
and thus more data ingestion capabilities.
Cassandra provides the unique capability of
spreading data between nodes while autoauto
balancing
it.
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Challenges faced by the client
Being a leading chain of retail stores and
ecommerce platforms in the United States
shopping arena, Sears initially
itially relied on
database management systems such as Oracle
Exadata, Teradata, SAS etc. for storing and
processing the customer activities and data of
the sales managed across their multiple
verticals and platforms. With the increasing
customer base and growing
rowing digital world, the
amount of data that was gained by the
company from their customer base, vendors,
employees and more was astronomical and
processing such data posed to be an immensely
complicated task. To effectively process and
manipulate such large
rge quantity of data at a high
speed immense data manipulation and analysis
capabilities were

required. Due to the absence of such a system,
almost 90% of the data collected was being
archived as the amount of data was getting too
much to handle. At any given
iven point of time, only
10% of the collected data was available for
creating reports and performing analysis. This
scenario led them to slow down in their
decision making for business growth and
delivery processes as sufficient data was not
being processed
d to help them take correct
business decisions and predictions. The
condition ominously was supposed to magnify
as the data input would increase leading to a
catabolic slowdown and further breakdown of
business processes.

Why Aurelius?
Aurelius Corporate Solutions was approached
by Sears Holding Corporation to gain expertise
in the domain of database management system
through Cassandra DB. In our capacity as
knowledge solution integrators and not simple
technical training provider, Aurelius
ius focused on
the understanding the particular requirements
of the client in both technical and business
aspects. With our client centric approach our
first steps led us to understand which particular
technical and business areas of the technology
were to be kept in focus. Furthermore, our
specialized talent acquisition team was able to
provide the correct trainer having the requisite
and specific knowledge exactly suited to the
client’s requirement. We were able to provide
specialized focus on the Datasta
Datastax Cassandra

version with OPS center, managing and
administrating servers, auditing PCI and SOX
compliance databases and other advanced
required aspects. Through our resources and
trainer’s expertise, we were able to provide the
correct knowledge and methodologies
method
of
migrating from their existing database
management systems to Cassandra DB. The
training provided was highly customized with a
dedicated team and extend delivery times for a
continuous and real-time
time learning and feedback
process. The structured course
ourse was not a oneone
way procedure but a loop structured procedure
where the flow of information took place in
both the direction in both of our onshore and
offshore supports. The required end result
being applicative in nature, Aurelius provided
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extensive hands-on
on sessions and practical
training labs to the client for inherently
understanding the practical and applicative
procedures that can effectively lead to better
database management capabilities and business

processes. Furthermore, our customer feedback
feedbac
support team took care of all post training
issues and client feedback issues to complete
the loop and inherently provide complete and
effective closure of our training program.

Solution and post solution b
benefits
To provide the client with the requisite amount
of knowledge and information to effectively
implement data manipulation and analysis in
their systems, Cassandra DB was chosen as the
tool of data management
ent and manipulation for
their big data management systems. Aurelius
Corporate solutions created a customized
training program to suit the specific needs of
the client. The trainer was chosen having
experience of around a decade in the domain of

relational database management systems, big
data analytics and Cassandra db noSQL
structures. A perfect amalgam of theory and
practical knowledge was provided in the
technology with top quality lab facilities for the
hands-on
on exercises. The latest versions of
Cassandra
dra DB were taught and in focus was the
integration capability and implementation of
Cassandra DB in Big Data Hadoop.

The following topics were discussed in the session:
Introduction to Cassandra DB

Partition key cache

Types of NoSQL

Row caching, Key caching

SQL and NoSQL comparison

Read path flow

Applicability of SQL / NoSQL

Reading and Writing Data

CAP Theorem

Setup and Inserting Data

Database or Datastore?

Using a Simple Get

Masterless architecture

Seeding Values

Seed node(s)

Integrating Hadoop

Admin/system keyspace

Understanding Hadoop?

Column Family / Table

Working with MapReduce

Primary key components

Cassandra Hadoop Source Package

Visualizing PK based storage, on disk cells & row sizing

Running the Word Count Example

Consistency Levels - read/write, immediate

Outputting Data to Cassandra

Components of the write

Hadoop Streaming

Storage - a primer

Hands-on Session

Data state

Tools Above MapReduce

Memtable, SSTables, Commit log

Pig

Data file name structure

Hive
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Post-implementation
implementation of Cassandra DB with Big
Data Hadoop, Sears Holding Corporation has
been able to work with a 300 node Hadoop
cluster in which all the data gained through
their channels is processed as compared to the
previous 10%. With the complete rem
removal of
ETL and storage grid from the data analysis
structure, 100% of the acquired data is now

available for analysis and manipulation to get
insightful results. This has helped the company
in making smart business decisions and
predictions which has helped them in improving
their business models and increasing their
profits. Sears Holding Corporation is now able
to cater to their customer’s needs in a much
better manner providing effective and quality
q
services.
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